
CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES· By Steve Griffiths

Part 33 - Foam wing
finishing details

MODEL BUILDERS'
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Draw Leading Edge Line

Pin into
marked ends
of L.E. line

Tape straightedge
firmly against pins

Figure 14.63

Protect the skins
Apply strips of masking tape on the upper and lower surfaces of the
panel immediately behind the leading edge strip (Fig. 14.64, Al to
help to protect the skins from the blade digging in when the strip is
planed. Then, with the panel sitting in the waste foam for stability.
plane off the top face of the leading edge strip to continue the line of
the top skin: as the strip is reduced and the working face nears the
surface of the masking tape, apply less pressure or switch to a plane
that takes off a thinner shaving, and stop when the face is flush with
the tape. Turn the panel over into the other waste and repeat on the
bottom face of the strip (Fig. 14.64, SJ. Next. plane off the corners
(Fig. 14.64, Cl and finish off nearly to the required shape with a fine
set plane (Fig. 14.64, DJ. Finally, remove the tape and complete the
Shaping witn a saMlng OIOCk[Fig. 14.64, E).

If a separate trailing edge has been fitted, a similar process to the
above can be adopted. If it is balsa, some additional damage-resist
ance can be achieved by running thin cyano into the edge after shap
ing, followed by a final light sanding when the cyano has soaked in and
oured, but even then it is best not to make the extreme edge too
sharp or it will still be relatively fragile. If the trailing edge is formed
merely by the upper and lower skins, a little work with a sanding block
will remove any flare (Fig. 14.65, AJ, but again do not make the edge
too sharp (Fig. 14.65, B), and be cautious about using cyano to

Aileron Styles
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leading edg~<

Remove this excess

Figure 14.62

Facings·, "

Figure 14.61

" Inset aileron

@ Aileron through to tip

extreme foremost points on the leading edge. This can be an awkward
process, it being difficult to hold a straightedge in position, so here is
a simple method to keep It from slipping. Mark the required position Of
the line at each end of the leading edge, and push in a pin where each
mark is made [Fig. 14.63, AI. Stick two or three strips of masking
tape across the straightedge, projecting three or four inches over one
edge, and with the straightedge firmly against the pins and flat on the
face of the leading edge strip, press the tape onto the surface of the
wing so as to hold the straightedge in place (Fig. 14.63, SJ. By hold
ing the straightedge and liVing panel together with the straightedge
pulled against the pins by the tape, a line can now be drawn along the
leading edge without fear of the straightedge moving [Fig. 14.63, C).

Aileron styles
Possibly the majority of ailerons are inset (Fig. 14.61, AI, that is
to say that they do not extend right to the wingtip. Those that do
[Fig. 14.61, B) are sometimes referred to as "strip" ailerons,
though this might be seen as something of a misnomer when they
are thick or tapered. In foam both types need facings on the front
of the aileron and the back of the wing; they also need caps on
any ends with exposed foam.

Shape the leading and trailing edges
~ If the leading edge strip is wider than the finished shape, plane or

sand off most of the excess wood from the front face, leaving only a
thin excess layer to protect from over-sanding [Fig. 14.62); this will
be removed during the finishing stage. Before removing any more
wood, draw a line along the strip from root to tip connecting the
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Square-edged
sanding block

Ensure Correct Positioning
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against the edge of the board supporting
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Figure 14.67

Figure 14.66 Sanding the Dihedral Angle

" General arrangement

Slide the panel down the waste as material is removed

";--"-
__.~Bench--.

,~".'

dihedral. and sand off the end using a square sanding block with its
side flat on the bench {Fig. 14.66, Al while the panel and waste are
held firmly down. At the start of sanding. the block removes material
from the top edge (Fig. 14.66, BI, gradually removing material from
lower down as the panel is slid down the waste until the whole is sand
ed flat (Fig. 14.88, Cl.

Remove masking tape
and sand to final shape

Plane off resulting
corners

Plane and Sand L. E.

Plane off remaining
corners

Plane off top and bottom
tangential to front of wing

· Figure 14.64

harden it up. as any that gets through to the foam will eat it away. To
avoid this use foam-friendly cyano, but as it is a bit on the thick side it
doesn't soak in so well, so it may need rubbing in. To do this put your
hand in a polythene bag. or use a disposable polythene glove. and
make sure that no holes are rubbed in it.

As noted previously, the strength of a trailing edge is affected by the
angle made between the grain in the skins and the edge. If the grain
is parallel to the edge, as is likely on a wing of parallel chord (Fig.
14.65, Cl. the edge will be weak and prone to breaking off. but as
the angle increases (Fig. 14.65, DI. so does the strength.

Figure 14.65 Integral Trailing Edge

Sand dih~dral angle on root
Most wings will have some dihedral. in which case the root ends of
each panel must be angled accordingly. It is important that when sand
ing the angle onto the panel end, the face is left smooth and flat so
that the joint between the panels can be made well and accurately.
and that no directional change is introduced onto the roots. The angle
must also be made as accurately as possible. as any significant devia
tion from the designed dihedral will affect stability and possibly the
turning performance of the model. Using a sanding block consistently
at a given angle is well-nigh impossible, so the solution is to place the
wing in its waste foam on a board that is packed up to give the right

===== This flared edge should

~ /'beromo~d-------.--",...~--.1(
Set end of

waste parallel
to end of board

Attach waste foam to board with

double-sided adhesive tape. Use
more tape to hold panel securely
in waste if necessary.

The board must be stiff enough not to bend under the pressure
needed to hold the arrangement firm, and nothing must slip out of
position during the process, so it's a good idea to fix the waste to the
board with a few pieces of double-sided adhesive tape (Fig. 14.871.
The packing must also be secured against slipping from its position on
the board or the angle produced will be wrong. so more tape or even
a couple of nails through the board should achieve this. It's also impor
tant that the end of the panel is exactly parallel to the end of the
board, so that the planform of the panel remains correct. Remember
also that the bottom surface of the panel will not be parallel to the
board if the panel thickness reduces from root to tip. and this must
be allowed for when packing up the board. To check progress, and
especially to check in the early stages that the panel is positioned cor
rectly, draw several vertical lines on the panel end before starting to
sand it (Fig. 14.68, AI. If the set-up is correct, then a few strokes of
the block will remove the tops of the lines evenly (Fig. 14.68, B). As
work progresses. more of the lines will be removed (Fig. 14.88, Cl.
until eventually all have gone (Fig. 14.B8, DJ. AS soon as the 18S~
trace of the lines has vanished, the job is complete. If, in the early
stages. lines are removed more from one end than the other (Fig.
14.68, El, the end of the panel is not parallel to the motion of the
sanding blook, so the waste and panel should be repositioned more
accurately. If more material is removed from the ends than from the
centre (Fig. 14.8B, F). the panel is swinging from side to side and
should be fixed more securely. or the pressure of the sanding block
against the panel reduced. Each panel must be sanded in the wases
that fits it accurately, or the assembly will be difficult to line up and
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Too sharp and fragile - trim off to give narrow flat edge
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Figure 14.70

The sides of the box should be parallel to the root face of the
panel and the bottom perpendicular to it (Fig. 14.70] with the
cut-out [usually half in each panel large enough to take the servo
comfortably, afer alowing for the thickness of the sides, ends
and botom. Enough space is needed to allow the servo lead to
pass between the servo and the side of the box, If you don't man
age to get the sides and bottom exactly in the right alignments
it's of no great importance, so long as the box is big enough,

Make and fit tip blocks
Wing tips are usualy finished off with shaped balsa blocks, which
provide protection as well as aesthetic and - hopefully - aerody
namic benefits. These blocks should be shaped to match the wing
section at the tip, and typically are formed from simple blocks of
balsa and occasionaly from balsa laminations, but can be very
fragile where they are thin towards the trailing edge, They must
also be attached securely, as wing tips are among the most dam
age-prone areas of a model, and therefore must have a good flat
mating surface to glue to the panel end: if ready-cut blocks are
provided they should already have flat faces,

Much of the shaping can be done before the blocks are
attached, starting by cutting each tip block roughly to plan shape
but slightly oversize (Fig. 14.71, AI, Tape it to the wing tips and
draw round the end of the panel to put the correct section onto
the mating face,and on the back face draw a continuation of the
line of the trailing edge (Fig. 14.71, Bl, Remove and invert the
block and plane and sand off the undersurace to just proud of
the lne (Fig. 14.71, B). Place the block the other way up into
the waste foam for that particular wing to hold it firmly and
remove the waste wood from the top surface, leaving it all slightly

Set the servo at the correct angle
Even if the deflection is smal, it is helpful to ensure that the
servo arm is set so that the pushrods are aligned in the same
plane to begin with, and a little time spent playing with the servo
and linkages against the root end of the wing will determine
roughly where is the best line for the pushrods, and consequently
at what angle the servo should be mounted (Fig. 14.89, Bl, On
a thick wing with short torque rods, the servo wil be tilted more
than on a thinner wing or one where longer torque rods are
employed. Cutting the servo box at the same angle may be
dependent on whether the front or back faces are to be formed
from centreline braces or stub spars, which wil almost certainly
be more or less perpendicular to the chord line, though this will
not affect the inclination of the bottom of the box, However, what
is more important in this respect is installing the servo bearers
so that the servo sits correctly. besides making sure tr,at the box
is deep enough to accommodate the lowest point of the servo,

ages. The least stress on the serve arm wil result from an
arrangement where the average direction of the pushrods from
the arm to the fixings on the torque rods, with the ailerons at
middle deflection from neutral is a continuation of the plane Df
the arm, As the servo arm rotates and the torque rods are pulled
forwards and pushed back, the rotation about their bearings
causes the ends to rise and fal, and this in turn makes the
pushrods change their angle relative to the arm. If the fixing to
the arm is by a clevis or joggle, the pin through the arm wil
attempt to cause the arm to twist (if it is a good fit, as it should
be) (Fig. 14.69, A), This twisting force is unavoidable unless ball
joint fixings are used on the arm, and although small in effect,
any reduction in it will improve efficiency and reduce battery
usage,
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Figure 14.68
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Cut the serve box
Cutting the servo housing at this juncture makes it easier to get a
smooth bottom in it. rather than having to dig it out afer the
panels are joined, Before cutting. the fore-and-af angle at which
the servo wil be fixed should be considered. as this wil influence
the angle of the bottom of the box, and having the servo too far
from the optimum angle wil put unnecessary stress on the link-

keep in position,
This tchnique can be used for sanding the ends of buit-up panels

equallyefectively, and the system of drawing lines and using them to
check progress can be employedwhenever it is required to sand any
surface dead flat,
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Stronger laminated tips
A core of 1/32" thick birch ply (Fig, 14,74, Al will greatly
improve damage resistance around the tip, and especially at the
trailing edge, In this area, most or all of the be!sd will be
removed (Fig. 14.74, B) when the section is shaped, particularly
if the aerofoil is a thin one (Fig. 14.74, Cl. The ply core also
allows a very sharp trailing edge to be formed, and for maximum
strength the ply should be used with the grain of its central lami
nation aligned fore-and-aft, If weight is a concern much of the ply
can be cut away (Fig, 14.74, Dl leaving enough at the trailing
edge to ensure that the cut-outs are not exposed when the block
is shaped: don't use 1/64" ply except perhaps on indoor models,
It best to cut the ply accurately to plan before assembling the
block, and it will then serve as a guide when shaping the balsa.
Be careful not to let the edge of the ply protrude beyond the
balsa on the mating face, or it will have to be planed off, undoing
the benefit of using the sheet edges to get the mating face
square and flat, Before shaping, run thin cyano into the gap to
make sure that the edges of the ply are securely bonded to the
balsa each side

For best effect, the ply core must lie precisely on the chord line,
and this may change the thicknesses of the balsa laminations
needed to make up the block, with the upper lamination typically
being rather thicker than the lower one. In turn, this means that
the blocks must be made of opposite hand, otherwise one will not
fit correctly, Making the lower, thinner, lamination from hard balsa
is another aid to damage resistance .•

is left to set is essential. To hold the laminations in position while
the glue (PVA is ideal] is setting, the edges can be locked togeth
er by running some thin cyano along them, or merely spotting it
on at intervals. Alternatively, the assembly can be clamped or
weighted,

Make and Fit Tip Blocks

Cutting Thick Sheet Tips

€) Cutting from middleless likely to be square
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~ Cut oversize with squared-off outline for ease
and edge protection while cutting

Glue onto wing, tidy up plan
shape, and sand to finished s.ection

Making laminated sheet tips
If the tip blocks are cut from thick sheet, whether to be laminat
ed or not, always cut them so that the mating faces are taken
from the sheet edge (Fig. 14.72, AI, where they are more likely
to be square and flat than if you cut the mating face from the
middle of the sheet (Fig. 14.72, B). This method can be adopt-

ed for any thick sheet where an edge is required to be flat and
perpendicular to a face. If the blocks are curved, it is easier to
cut them with a squared-off outline (Fig. 14.72, C), which will
also help to prevent the fini::;hed edges from tearing away, They
can then be shaped properly afterwards (held together], ensuring
that all blocks for both tips are shaped identically .

When gluing them together you can ensure that the combined
mating face remains flat either by standing the sheets on that
face to join them (Fig. 14.73, A), or by holding them against a
vertical edge (Fig. 14.73, Bl. It is critical that the whole of
each face is fully covered in glue, otherwise there is a risk that
when the tip is shaped it will break away where feathered edges
are created (Fig. 14.73, C), so rubbing the joint well before it

larger than the panel tip (Fig. 14.71, C, 1-4), Complete any fur
ther work needed to make the plan shape correct, and glue the
block onto the panel (Fig, 14.71, D), holding it in place with tape
or pins: make sure that the trailing edge is placed accurately to
continue that of the panel. When the glue has set, the block can
be sanded accurately to section but to protect it from damage
until work on the wing is completed, do not yet round off the top
and bottom corners, leaving it more or less rectangular in section
viewed from in front,

Figure 14.71
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